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New state project aims to keep children out of foster care
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CHAMPAIGN (AP) - Many
cases that end with children
in foster care begin with a call
to a child welfare agency hot
line.
Now, if the children are in
no immediate danger, the
Department of Children and
Family Services has another
alternative.
A group called Best Interest
of Children has been picked to
administer a DCFS pilot program called the Family Conference Project. The program
is designed to reduce the
number of children entering
foster care by helping parents
take better care of them.
"This is an alternative to
foster care. You empower the
family to take care of that
child instead of bringing them
into the system," Best Interest
President Linda Abernathy
said.
Best Interest of Children
has been a harsh critic of Illinois' child welfare agency. It
was founded in May 1994 to
examine Champaign County's
child welfare system.
"At the time that Best Interest of Children was formed,
C h a m p a i g n County was
flagged as having the highest
rate of children going into foster care (of any) county in the
state," Abernathy said.
Under the pilot project,
t)CFS will refer to Best Interest first-time cases reported to
its hot line, mostly involving
1'afik of supervision, environrflental neglect and verbal
abuse.
If the family agrees to participate, Best Interest will
help parents create a detailed
plan of how to provide their
children with food, shelter,
clothing and supervision. That
plan also may involve getting
relatives, friends or neighbors
to sign a pledge to help.
The plan is then sent to
DCFS, where officials may
suggest changes.
Vikki Rhodes, Best Interest's family conference coordinator, and a pair of case
assistants, will watch to make
sure families follow the plan.
Families may complete the
program in six months to a
year. If problems persist or get
worse, they will be immediately referred back to DCFS.
Since families in the project
would remain together,
Rhodes believes it will be
more effective in bringing
about change.- "If somebody
Teels like they're being pushed
into SQmething, and it's not
their idea, they're less likely
to do it," she said.
DCFS picked Champaign
and Chicago to host the pilot
project.
Best Interest of Children
will not take its first case until
Dec. 2. The group hopes to add
two families to the project
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each
week, reaching 104 in a throughout Champaign
Counaccepted
its first case in April.
year. Initially the cases will ty may later be included,
Parents there are very excited
come from the Champaign-UrThe Lawndale Christian about changing their lives,
bana area, but families Center on Chicago's West Side said Nicole Anderson, a pro-

Indian group
wants 'Redskins'
name changed
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gram coordinator.
"Not only are they overcoming the A-B-C problems that
they have now, they're realiz-
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ing the dreams they once 6a!l
and forgot about," like eSrftl
ing their GEE) or finding a b§£
tef job, she said.
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, SULLIVAN (AP) - An
American Indian group is trying to get the Sullivan school
board to change the name of
its athletic teams, the Redskins, saying the title is an eth. nie slur.
| "There's no need for it, in
p a r t i c u l a r in the high
schools," says Tom Leonard, a
member of the east-central
Illinois chapter of the Americ"an Indian Movement.
', Most Americans don't think
of the term as offensive, Leonard said, but Indians do. During a Nov. 12 school board
meeting, Leonard pointed out
that a dictionary in the room
described the word as derogatory.
School Board President
Greg Sanders said the board
has not discussed the proposal
yet, although it likely will be
included on upcoming agendas. Leonard and other members of the, group plan to
attend the next meeting on
Dec. 9 to answer questions
&nd keep the issue alive.
: Sanders declined to say how
he would vote on a proposal to
Change the name.
: "I'm a U of I grad, so I'm
familiar with the controversy" he said, referring to the
ongoing effort by some groups
to "change the University of
Illinois' symbol, Chief Illiniwek.
« Sullivan's sports teams have
been named the Redskins for
at least the last 40 or 50 years.
, "The community will be up
tn arms if we change it. It's
tradition," said board member
Paul Koist.
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